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BOLDRE STILL AND BOLDRE
(July 2020)

Back to church at last
The Reverend Canon Andrew Neaum became the “House for
Duty” Anglican priest of the lovely Boldre Benefice in
August 2013. The Vicarage in which he and Diana live is on
the edge of the New Forest, a couple of miles north of
Lymington in Hampshire. He is old fashioned enough a priest
to visit his flock in their homes, but “house for duty” clergy
are supposed to work only two days a week and Sundays,
which means visiting everyone in the parish takes a long
time. The following are the July 2020 weekly ruminations,
aired prejudices and footling observations that in the weekly
pew sheet augment his visits and help keep folk in touch
week in and week out. Earlier articles are available from the
Article Page on this Website:
http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm

(358) “This and That” - 26 July 2020
I’ve been versifying for the last few weeks. It’s a time consuming but pleasing occupation.
Infelicities
The final result, not yet achieved, will be a piece of verse both ingenious and skilled, but
containing infelicities sufficient to make me wonder if it isn’t closer to doggerel than to the real thing.
The definition of doggerel is difficult to pin down though. Poetry proper my efforts most certainly never
are.
I was delighted last week to read an essay on William Wordsworth which referred to a clever
sonnet about him by a Victorian versifier: J K Stephen (1859-1892). It enticed me into looking for more
of his work and I came across the following:
The Ballade Of The Incompetent Ballade-Monger
I am not ambitious at all:
I am not a poet, I know
(Though I do love to see a mere scrawl
To order and symmetry grow).
My muse is uncertain and slow,
I am not expert with my tools,
I lack the poetic argot:
But I hope I have kept to the rules…..
A kindred spirit indeed. Though not entirely. Because in the 1970s it was claimed that the
psychological profile of Stephens matched that of Jack the Ripper. Ever since Stephen’s name, almost
certainly unjustly, has been linked with the Ripper in popular imagination.
Solidarity with sinners is all very well. We’re shown the way by Jesus of Nazareth. But to feel
a kinship to the likes of Jack the Ripper is something else.
J K Stephen was first cousin to Virginia Woolf and like her suffered symptoms of bipolar
disorder that worsened in later life. He went to Eton where prodigious size and strength made him an
outstanding player of the Eton Wall Game. At Cambridge he flourished academically and was made
a Fellow of King's in 1885.
In 1883 he was chosen to be the tutor and companion of Prince Albert Victor, the son of the
Prince of Wales. It was hoped that he would raise the prince’s poor academic standing before he
attended Trinity College, Cambridge.
Countless smithereens
In the winter of 1886/87 Stephen suffered a serious head injury. Although apparently making a
complete recovery, he in fact suffered permanent brain damage. His behaviour became increasingly
bizarre. Obsessed with Stella Duckworth, the half sister of his cousin Virginia Woolf, he burst into their
house brandishing a sword-stick and stabbed the bread on the dinner table. Rapid mental and physical
decline led to an asylum. In January 1892, on learning that his former pupil, the 28-year-old Prince
Albert Victor had died of pneumonia at Sandringham, Stephen refused to eat, and died twenty days later,
aged 32.
As for his verse, Rudyard Kipling called him “that genius” saying “he dealt with Rider Haggard
and me in some stanzas which I would have given much to have written myself”
When mankind shall be delivered
From the clash of magazines,
And the inkstand shall be shivered
Into countless smithereens:
When there stands a muzzled stripling,
Mute, beside a muzzled bore:
When the Rudyards cease from Kipling
And the Haggards Ride no more…...

Epithalamium
My present versifying is to do with marrying my daughter Rachel to her fiancé Tom in London
on Saturday. To honour such family celebrations these days I turn to verse. Usually in the form of a
grace for the reception. This I did for Elizabeth and Nathan, for David and his Rachel and for my own
wedding to Diana.
So poor Rachel and Tom face a similar fate, though not in the form of a grace. It’s to be A
Ballade Of An Incompetent Ballade-Monger and none the worse for that.

(357) “This and That” - 19 July 2020
How good to be back at the Red Lion for the first time in months. As good as being back
worshipping together at St John’s.
Church and pub at one
A glass or three of sherry marked our return to St John’s. A pint and a half of ale with a
ploughman’s lunch my return to the Red Lion.
Churches and pubs hold much in common. They’re centres of community, well being, fellowship
and celebration. We mark important rites of passage ceremoniously in church, followed by conviviality
in pubs. At their best both enhance life. At their worst blight it. Alcoholism and religious fanaticism
being equally deleterious to well-being.
One of the smallest churches we’ve ever visited is in the little village of Dale Abbey in
Derbyshire. It dates from the mid-12th century, and is a mere 26 by 25 feet in size. It shares a roof with
what used to be an adjoining farmhouse.
This adjoining farmhouse, once probably the infirmary of the nearby ruined Abbey, was for some
time the Blue Bell, a pub with a bar that was used as a vestry and with a door into the church.
“...it is said the village inn was anciently under the same roof, and there
was a door in the wall leading from the gallery into the house, through
which the worshippers were accustomed to steal to refresh themselves.”
Furthermore, “The clergyman used to dress in the bar of the inn and enter
the church through a now-blocked door.”
Blushing at deceit
I judiciously added two fillets of bright pink salmon to slow-cooked red capsicum, onion, tomato
and butter last week. The result: an excellent, delicious riot of redness. It is sad to reflect that farmed
salmon is actually grey and only blushes deep pink at the deceit of artificial additives.
Scaring folk out of their wits
It used to be religion that specialised in scaring people out of their wits. Lurid and graphic
depictions of Judgement and Hell were calculated to frighten simple people into faith and good
behaviour. The frescoes that assault the tourists and congregations in the largest brick building in the
world, France’s impressive Cathedral of St Cecilia in Albi are, these days, more intriguingly repellent
than terrifying and horrifying.
In much theological thinking and teaching today, hell and heaven are less opposites than utter
incompatibles. It’s hell that loses out. Acceptance not rejection, forgiveness not judgement, reward not
punishment, joy not fear, love not hate, heaven not hell, dominate theological thinking.
All’s not lost. Science has usurped religion’s role in such matters as in so many others. We’re
now mystified and horrified by prophesies of doom from the white-robed priests of the laboratory. Their
ceaseless flood of conflicting statistics is as incomprehensible to us as was the Church’s Latin to
medieval peasants. Graphs, charts and tables rather than lurid artworks terrify the unscientific hoi poloi.
We fearfully submit to drastic restrictions upon our behaviour, freedom and humanity in the hope of
escaping doom. We encourage TV inquisitors to torture on screen the violators and infringers of
regulations, taboos and orthodoxies. We’re encouraged to snitch on suchlike ourselves.

Erotic verse
Harebells and poppies are among my very favourite wild flowers. To discover on our daily walk
two patches of harebells brought us great delight. We hope to gather some of their seeds to let loose in
our garden.
Emily Dickinson in one of her fine concentrated verses uses the harebell as a symbol for sexual
desire, asking the age old question: once love is consummated does it, or can it survive:
Did the Harebell loose her girdle
To the lover Bee
Would the Bee the Harebell hallow
Much as formerly?
Did the paradise – persuaded
Yield her moat of pearl
Would the Eden be an Eden
Or the Earl – an Earl

(356) “This and That” - 12 July 2020
It’s a pleasure to discover in mother Church a tendency to make virtues out of unnecessities. It’s
so ironically and creatively unnecessary.
Adequate lighting is required to read an altar missal in a dark sanctuary. In days gone by candles
provided this. When other and superior forms of lighting were invented and became available, newly
unnecessary candles had become so hallowed by use, so invested with symbolism and so beloved of
worshippers they were deemed necessities. They remain with us, most beautifully, to this very day.
Becassocked Cossacks
I have two black cassocks. Garments that derive from the ancient, ankle-length Roman tunics
worn beneath a toga. The actual word comes from Middle French casaque
meaning a long coat. This in turn goes right back to the Turkish kazak meaning a nomad or adventurer
and is the source of the word Cossack.
My two cassocks were made for me by Margaret, my first wife. One I keep at St John’s for use
there. The other at home for services anywhere else.
They both have thirty nine buttons, This distinguishes them from Roman Catholic cassocks which
have thirty three. The numbers are symbolic. If you happen to be a Low Church Anglican, the thirty nine
stand for the Thirty Nine Articles. If you are a .High Church Anglican who disdain the Thirty Nine
Articles, the buttons symbolise the “forty stripes less one” suffered by St Paul, and also, it is assumed,
by Jesus before his crucifixion.
The thirty three buttons on a Roman Catholic cassock symbolise the estimated thirty three years
of Jesus’s earthly life. Many non-High Church Anglican clergy wear a double-breasted cassock. This
has just a couple of hidden buttons and is held in place by a belt.
The buttons on my two cassocks, like candles on an altar, are purely ornamental. A “fly front”
conceals a zipper which is what, in a mere trice, actually fastens the two sides of the garment together.
In the esoteric world of cassock couturiers, this is known as a “Chesterfield Front”.
Unmasking and defrocking
Given time, the reluctant and temporary wearing of masks by priests in church, in deference to
the dread virus, is likely to be embraced into a permanent necessity. They will come to be invested with
such symbolic and ritual significance no one will ever wish to unmask. What was once necessary, now
unnecessary will be deemed necessary.
Masks will be produced in liturgical colours: purple for Lent, gold for Easter, red for Pentecost.
They will be elaborately decorated and theologised. They will be interpreted as liturgically essential to
hide the personality of officiating priests so as to allow Jesus due prominence instead. The liturgy will

include elaborate, ritualised donnings and doffings. Exquisitely jewelled specimens will be
commissioned. Ordinations will contain a masking rite. Instead of being defrocked disgraced priests will
be ceremoniously unmasked by the Church as well as in the press.
In my end is my beginning
This is the 356th “This and That” article in this pewsheet. One for every day of the year then. A
total of 237,349 words. Every single one of them was written for you, dear reader.
The first two articles were short. Then, after a mere two weeks, I muscled my way into a whole
column which I have filled every Sunday since. Even when on holiday. They play an important part in
my ministry. Electronic copies are sent out all over the world each week.
The first article for Sunday 8 September 2013. began:
My very first memories are of a large English country vicarage and lovely
garden in Staffordshire. My own narrative's Garden of Eden, from which
I was plucked at the age of seven. So in the Vicarage here at Pilley and
Boldre, I am back in England where I began, after a lifetime of wandering.
“In my end is my beginning”. The circle is complete. I returned this time
for the first time from the west, rather than backtracking from the east as
always heretofore. So my first complete circumnavigation of mother earth
home. "It is good Lord to be here."
It remains so, Lord. For which many thanks.

(355) “This and That” - 5 July 2020
It will be a solitary walk from the priest’s vestry into St John’s this Sunday morning. No choir
to lead the way. In the chancel, too, just me. My blue-clad mates uninstalled. Silenced. In muted mufti
relegated to the pews.
A heartless vicar
Shakespeare’s sonnet 79 talks of: bare ruined choirs, where late the sweet birds sang. It’s a
reference at one level to winter’s leafless branches. At another to the despoiled, Reformation-ruined
abbey choirs throughout the kingdom.
The silencing of choirs today is a particularly vile consequence of the dread virus. Joy, grief and
love require song to be fully and completely expressed. A cathedral without choristers is a flower
without petals. A parish church with no hymns to belt out and no descants to raise hearts to heaven is
an orange with no juice, a walnut minus its kernel, a vicar without a heart.
So keep singing choir. Wherever possible. In the bath or shower certainly. Out walking, of
course. Keep your vocal chords taut, resonant and vibrant. Take your cue from Victor Hugo and:
Be like the bird who, pausing in her flight
awhile on boughs too slight,
feels them give way beneath her, and yet sings,
knowing she hath wings.
Beautiful faces
Wearing masks appears to becoming obligatory. Hopefully only temporarily, because faces are
windows into our personality and soul. We study, consider, interpret, appreciate, respond to and fall in
love with them. They tell neighbours, friends and acquaintances who we are. They lend veracity or give
the lie to whatever we say. How beautiful they are. Especially elderly, well seasoned faces:
No spring nor summer beauty hast such grace
As I have seen in one autumnal face.
A world of masked faces has no beaming smiles or grins, will require us to undress in order to
kiss, smile, pout or moue. It’s a paranoid world of fear, wariness, distance and suspicion. A less loving
and lovable world. Masks, though necessary in some circumstances, will diminish our humanity. So be
sure to allow your eyes to twinkle!

Hopeful of piddling rain
The calendar for this year is littered with events postponed or cancelled. Yesterday should have
been our Fete but wasn’t. How tired we’d all be if it had been. How chuffed at the massive profit we’d
made and the fun we’d shared. I’ve had a sharp frisson of pleasure this year though. Able to hope it
piddled with rain all day on Fete Saturday.
Had it done so, would that, statistically, make a fine day next year more likely? Surely not.
Though the statisticians who are mystifying and muddling us with conflicting statistical conclusions over
Covid 19 would doubtless agree, disagree and then for good measure agree and disagree.
A cheerful scythe
My son and wife in Chiddingfold have turned a generous portion of their vicarage lawn into wild
meadowland. Seed sated goldfinches now nest in the garden’s jasmine arch. My son has bought himself
a scythe to mind the meadowland artfully and with the gentle skill of times gone by. Last Saturday he
demonstrated the curved, well-sharpened blade’s effectiveness by scything a patch of grass. A cheerful
rather than grim reaper, reassuring to his father now well past three score years and ten.
He also keeps bees. This would please my father, his grandfather, who kept them in his
Staffordshire vicarage garden, before heading off to live on Atlantic islands and then in the African
bush. My visit to Chiddingfold was for my grandson’s sixth birthday and also to mark the day upon
which my daughter Rachel was to have married her delightful fiance Tom.
We had a lovely time, distanced from each other outside in our newly strange world where things
that should happen don’t and shouldn’t happen do. The unmarried couple were so happy together that
sadness at their wedding’s postponement was impossible. An intensely rich, almondy cake, on a crusty
bed of toasted, salted caramelised almond flakes was the best non-wedding, wedding cake ever.
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